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In minimal supergravity theories the soft supersymmetry breaking (SSB) parameters are universal
near the Planck scale. Nevertheless, one often assumes universality at the grand-unification scale
M& = 10' GeV, and corrections to the SSB parameters arising from their evolution between the Planck
and grand-unification scales are neglected. We study these corrections in minimal SU(5) and show that
large splittings between the scalar mass parameters can be induced at M&. These effects are model
dependent and lead to significant uncertainties in the predictions of supersymmetric models.
—L,,t, = m, ~4&;~' + B,J4&;@) + &;Ik+;@,C'i
+ —M A +Hc. ,2
where 4; (A ) are the scalar (gaugino) fields. Equation (I)
introduces a large number of new arbitrary parameters
and is impractical for phenomenological studies. A better
situation appears if the supersymmetry is a local symmetry,
i.e., supergravity. In the minimal supergravity model, the
effective Lagrangian below Mp —= Mp~, „,k//8m = 2.4 &&
10's GeV [1] consists of a global supersymmetric theory
with SSB terms as in Eq. (1)but with universal values [1],
i.e.,
~ij = ~oPij
M = M)/2,
A;jg —= Ao Y;jg,
(2)
where p;j and Y'jk are, respectively, the bilinear and
trilinear couplings in the superpotential. The deviations
from the universal boundary condition (2) at lower scales
are calculated using renormalization group (RG) methods,
and given only four soft parameters one can predict the
superpartner mass spectrum.
If the MSSM is embedded in a grand-unified theory
(GUT) at the scale MG = 10'6 GeV suggested by cou-
pling constant unification [2], then the evolution of the
parameters between Mp and MG depends on the GUT and
is strongly model dependent. Nevertheless, it is often as-
sumed that applying (2) at MG rather than at Mp is a good
approximation, because M~ is close to Mp. One then
uses the generic MSSM RG equations (RGEs) between
MG and the weak scale [3,4].
In this Letter we will examine the corrections to the
SSB parameters arising from their evolution between the
Planck and the GUT scales. %e will show that these
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The minimal supersymmetric extension of the standard
model (MSSM) is a well-motivated candidate to describe
the physics beyond the standard model [1]. The unknown
origin of supersymmetry breaking is parametrized by soft
supersymmetry breaking (SSB) terms in the Lagrangian,
i.e.,
corrections induce large deviations in the SSB parameters
from their universal values. The corrections are typically
proportional to (u/ir)m2 ln (Mp/M~), where u and m2 are
a generic coupling and soft mass parameter, respectively.
Although these corrections are not enhanced by large
logarithms, they can be significant due to the following.
(1) The number of particles above MG, N, is large as a
result of the large symmetry group, and one roughly has
n/m Na/7r. (See also Ref. [5].)
(2) Large Yukawa couplings that are typically present
in GUTs and that grow with the energy. In addition to
the large top Yukawa coupling, one has to introduce extra
large couplings to avoid too large of a proton decay rate.
The above corrections depend on the details of the
GUT model and represent uncertainties in the low-energy
predictions. Gravitational and other effects could also
affect the boundary condition (2) and would only add to
the uncertainty.
For definiteness and simplicity we consider the minimal
SU(5) model. The Higgs sector of the model consists of
three supermultiplets, X(24) in the adjoint representation,
Aj(5) and Aq(5), each containing a SU(2) doublet 0;
and a color triplet Hc. The matter superfields are in the
5 + 10 representations @(5)and P(10). The superpotential
is given by
W =- p, itrX + —A'trX' + pH9f)9fg + ,AA)XAj6
+ Ih&ijl link 0~~ + +2'hbitt tt't~g .t lg r
[We define X = ~2 T, w, where T„are the SU(5) genera-
tors with tr (T,Tb) = I~,b/2, and we only consider Yukawa
couplings for the third generation. ] Dimension-five opera-
tors induced by the color triplet give large contributions
~ I/MH, to the proton decay rate [6]. To suppress such
operators, the mass of the color triplets has to be large,
MH, . —= (A/go)Mv ~ Mv, where Mv is the heavy gauge
boson mass, implying A ~ g& = 0.7. Thus, one-loop cor-
rections proportional to A produce important effects. Be-
low Mp the effective Lagrangian also contains the SSB
terms
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—L,,t, = m~ [9f(II' + m~, j9fp)' + metr(X X) + m, (@(' + m, otr(P P)
+ Bx @ctrl, + —AqiA'trg + BH ptt&~9fq + AqA9f~X9fq6
ij kl m -j 1+ —A, h, E;Jkl~p" p"'A2 + v2Abhbp" p;&~J. + —M5A~A~ + H.c.4 t t rj m J
From Mp to Mo the SSB terms evolve according to the RGEs of the SU(5) model with Eq. (2) as a boundary condition.
Thus, we expect a breakdown of universality at MG for SSBparameters of fields that are in different SU(5) representations.
The SU(5) RGEs for the SSB parameters and Yukawa couplings are given by
2dmip
dt
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 722 2
8m. 2 3h, (m~ + 2m&o + A, ) + 2hi, (m~ + m&0 + mz + At, )
——gGM&5
dm5
dt
dm~2
dt
dm~
dt
dms2
dt
2 2 2 2 2 8 2 2
8m2 4hb(m~ + m, o + m~ + Aq)
——gGM55
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
8m2 4h&(m~ + m&0 + m5 + Ab) +
—A (m~ + m~ + m~ + Az) ——gGM5
1 5 1 2 5
2 2 2 2 24 2 2 2 2 + 2 2 23h, (m~ + 2m&0 + A, ) + —A (m~, + m~, + m& Az) ——gGM&
12 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
8m 2 20
—A (3m~ + A„,) + A (mM + mK + mx + A„) —20gGMs
1 2
dt
+ 3A —30g
A.
' 63
~ 2 2 d A
16m.2 20
/2 2 2 2 2+3h, +4hb+ —A ——gG16m.2 20 ' 5 5
dh, h, 2 2 24 2 969h, + 4hb + —A ——gG,r b 5 5 ~
dhb
dt
hb 2 2 24 2 84
16~2 b t 510h + 3h
+ —A ——gG (5)
where t = ln Q. The RGE for the gauge cou-
pling in d uG/dt = —3uG/2m, and similarly
dMq/dt = 3aGM5/2n. . Th—e RGEs for the trilinear
SSB parameter A; can be obtained from the RGEs of the
corresponding Yukawa coupling Y; by
dY; Y; ( q 2) dA;
q[a;, Y, A; —bgGMg].8~~
We can omit the RGEs for p, g, p, H, Bg, and BH, which
are arbitrary parameters that decouple from the rest of the
RGEs.
The evolution of the SSB parameters from Mp to MG
is dictated by a competition between the positive Yukawa
terms (i.e., scalar contributions) and the negative gauge
terms (i.e., gaugino contributions) in the RGEs. We can
distinguish two scenarios: (A) For moderate values of
M~t2 = M5(Mp) the contribution from the gauge sector
is small. In this case, the RGEs of m~ and m~
have a large contribution proportional to A and both
masses are diminished as the energy scale decreases. For
h, && hb, m~ decreases faster than m~, but also m~p2 2 2
(for the third family) is diminished in that case. (B)
For large values of M~~2 the RGEs are dominated by
the negative gaugino contribution so that all the SSB
parameters increase as the energy scale decreases. The
scalar masses are enhanced by an additive factor
3 [1 + (3no/2m-) ln(MG/Mp)]' (7)
where c; = —,o ( ~ ) for i in the 10 (5) representation. One72 24
has b, m; = 0.5(0.3)M,~z.
Examples of scenarios (A) and (B) are given in
Figs. 1(a) and 1(b), respectively. We see that the vio-
lation of the universality of the SSB parameters at MG can
be substantial. In particular, the soft masses of the Higgs
fields are typically split from the matter field masses. For
MH, = 1.4Mv (i.e., A = 1 at MG) the splitting can be as
large as 100%.
In order to analyze the implications of these soft
mass splittings in the supersymmetric spectrum and phe-
nomenology, we have to run the SSB parameters from
MG down to mz [7]. Below Mg the effective theory cor-
responds to the MSSM:
W = tLH)H2 + h, QH2U + hbQH(D + h, LH)E, (8)
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3 Mg, 3 Mg,+ A~) —ln ' + —ln
Mg 20 MG
(9a)
3 Mx, 3 M&,
AA, b(MG) = Aq —ln ' + —ln4~ 4 MG 20 MG (9b)
(We identify MG = max{Mv, MH, ). Details will be given
elsewhere. ) Since the masses Mx, and Mg, —= 0.2M',
can be much smaller than MG, these corrections can
be substantial. For Mg, = 10 MG and A = 1, we have
mH, (MG) = 0.6mo.
In extended supersymmetric GUTs the corrections
could be larger. In extended SU(5) large representations
are introduced and the positive scalar contribution to the
RGEs is larger. Hence, the SSB parameters decrease
faster with the scale. However, one has to be aware of a
possible breakdown of perturbation theory. An interesting
scenario occurs in models in which Aj and Sf' couple
with different strength to the other Higgs supermulti-
plets. For example, in the missing partner SU(5) model
W = A~M&X(75)4(50) + A29f2X(75)4(50) +, and
if A2 o A~, the evolution from Mp to MG splits the two
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FIG. 3. Same as in Fig. 2 except the light-t-scalar mass vs the
gluino mass and m, = 160 GeV and tanP = 1.25.
find that correlations between predictions are generically
modified due to the model-dependent smearing from the
Mp to MG evolution.
Even if the universal boundary condition (2) for the
SSB parameters is taken at MG, there is some arbitrariness
in the value of MG due to mass splittings between the
particles at the GUT scale, i.e., threshold effects. The
largest threshold corrections to the SSB parameters arise
from the SU(2) triplet and singlet components of the X
superfield, Xz and X&, and are given by
2 = 2 2 2
2
mH (MG) m~(MG) + (m~ + m~ + m~
Higgs scalar masses. That splitting can now affect the
low-energy Higgs boson masses and reduce the degree
of fine-tuning that is typically required to achieve EWSB
in scenarios with large tanP (in which the Higgs scalar
masses are not split by Yukawa interactions). In models
where the rank of the group is larger than the rank of the
SM group, e.g., SO(10), one has an additional contribu-
tion to the scalar masses that arises from the D terms [8].
However, because the light fields can be embedded in
fewer representatives the Mp Mg evolution may split
fewer SSB parameters.
To summarize, we have shown that large deviations
from universality at MG can be generated when consider-
ing (i) the model-dependent evolution from Mp to Mo and
(ii) threshold corrections at MG. We have also shown that
the above leads to a modification of the allowed parameter
space, smears predicted correlations, and affects certain
low-energy predictions such as the p, parameter and the
t-scalar mass. These corrections have to be considered
as uncertainties when analyzing possible future evidence
for supersymmetry. On the other hand, such corrections
could provide a probe of the high scale.
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